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Disclosure of Material Connection: I received this product free. I was not required to write a positive review and, in fact, I
didn't. The opinions I have expressed are my own, as well as my evil twin's. I am disclosing this somewhat in accordance with
the Federal Trade Commission’s 16 CFR, Part 255: “Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in
Advertising.”
------------------------

How many times have you been innocently petting your cat when, WHAM!, you get bitten?
What if there was a way to stop that from happening? Conversely, if you have a cat who can't
be petted enough and you have a competitive streak, what if you could track every pet you
take and measure your prowess against other cat-petters?

Now you have the one-stop-cat-petting-tracker-solution that also protects your fingers, hands
and other parts of your body in one easy-to-wear device called the petbit™.

The petbit uses hyper-sense technology™ to read, not only the speed of your hand moving back and forth
during a petting session, but the pressure and location of the petting in relation to your cat's body and position.
Why this is important is simply put: if you understand where, how often and how hard your cat LIKES to be petted, then you'll
reduce the risk of being bitten as well as enhance the cat guardian to cat bond.
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Who wouldn't want a road map into their own cat's psyche without having to watch out for
their tail to flick back and forth or pay attention to their ears "T" or "airplane" as a warning.
Why bother even thinking about where your cat might like to be touched when with the glow
of the display and color indicator, you can look at your wrist and get all the answers you
need...once you've memorized the simple to follow Guide (see below)

What You Can Learn About Your Cat
Harder-how hard or softly does your cat want to be stroked? As you increase the pressure, the LED colored readouts on your
petbit indicate that you may be reaching a point of too hard . That's when (advanced models only) the all red LED lights come
on indicating a BITE WARNING® just milliseconds before kitty is going to sink their teeth into you giving you time to dump
kitty onto the floor and run for cover.

Faster-some cats love a slow, soothing pace to being petted and some prefer a rapid ripple along their back. Watch your
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petbit turn greener as you step up the pace. Go too far and that's when (advanced models only) the all red BITE WARNING®
lights up. Quick, move out of the way or else!

Not There-There-Pet your cat's belly? Yes or no? What about the base of their tail or their paws? petbit steers you in the right
direction-the lighter the purple tone, the closer you are to the right location. Ignore the purple getting darker and you know
what happens next. With hyper-sense technology you should never have to worry you're touching your cat in the wrong place.

Pet Count Community Building-I've always wondered how many times I've petted my cats. Now, not only do I have a
global count of pets per hour, day and week, but I can join the petbit community where I can share my latest petting tallies!
Now I can show my friends what a great cat mama I am! The only problem I see is that you need to purchase a
separate petbit for each of your cats (which is why you can now get them engraved with your cat's name) AND
you have to remember to change the petbit when you begin petting another cat. ANOTHER AND...of course pet
your cat too many times and you know what happens on advanced models, only.
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I would say that petting, location, hardness or speed are well and fine, but if this only had one feature, I'd want to
upgrade to get the Bite Warning™ indicator on my petbit. Honestly, if I knew that once I saw the red lights flash on and
off that my cat was going to bite me maybe I could have avoided going to the ER and getting a big shot of antibiotics in my
behind. There's a disclaimer in the 401 page owner's manual, that due to a cat's ability to react far faster than a
human or the petbit can detect, that petbit international cannot guarantee you'd be any better off using
common sense and paying attention to your cat's state of mind than you would be waiting for the red LED lights
on the device to appear.

But heck, it's a really sweet design and light on the wrist. It comes in designer colors AND
there's a new model coming out soon that has Scratch Sense™! Considering the number of
scars all over my arms and hands, I'll be first in line to get one and I hope you'll join me!

How do you get a petbit?

Sadly, as this was going to press, the company went bankrupt and sold all their technology to
an S&M retailer who changed the product's name to: PetMyBits™ (think "50 Shades of Gray").
I guess you could do a web search to order one. I hear they're shipping in brown paper
wrapped packages with no return address on the box. I'm not sure you'd want to sign up for
the Pet Count Community they've created, but heck, to each their own.

You'd be a Fool not to get one right now.
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